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Gonarezhou’s    Gentle Giants
Words and photos by ANtHoNy KAscHulA
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‘the General’

E
xtreme caution has always been recommended to 

any traveller willing to visit this spectacularly wild 

and rugged refuge of the elephants where tales of 

exhilarating encounters abound.

Indeed, over the years, there have been a number 

of close encounters with the area’s elephants which 

have justified this belief but now, thanks largely to the Gonarezhou 

Conservation project (GCp), a joint venture between the Frankfurt 

Zoological society and the Zimbabwe parks and Wildlife 

Management authority (pWMa), they are becoming more tolerant 

of the steadily increasing numbers of visitors to the park.

this notable increase in the number of visitors to the park in 

recent years is due largely to the efforts made by the GCp and 

pWMa in upgrading the park’s roads and tourism infrastructure, 

investing in personnel, equipment, communications, staff housing, 

training facilities, workshops, community outreach & education 

programs, cessation of ration hunting within the park, and 

increased anti-poaching efforts.

barely five years ago, relatively few people had visited 

Gonarezhou, however, trying to secure a campsite in the 

park during school holidays is now no longer guaranteed and 

Gonarezhou is quickly earning a reputation as being one of the 

country’s most popular national parks.

It has taken time for the long and complicated history between 

people and elephants to be eroded but an increase in the numbers 

of visitors to the park is creating a general pacification of the 

elephant population as their good encounters with people begin to 

overshadow the bad ones. 

as a professional guide and photographic safari operator in 

Gonarezhou since 2007, we have had our share of mostly good, 

and one or two bad encounters with the park’s elephants but 

overall, it has been a privilege to have witnessed the behavioural 

changes of these amazingly forgiving animals.

like most animals, elephants have their individual personalities 

and quirks and having an opportunity to spend so much time in an 

area where very few other people walk, has made it an extremely 

interesting and fulfilling pastime of getting to know who is who.

despite their imposing size, if approached cautiously and by 

keeping noise and movement to a minimum, the majority of these 

bulls are incredibly relaxed, allowing opportunities for park visitors 

to enjoy time spent with them as they go about their daily lives.

Either way, a walk or drive in the Chilojo area of the park is 

incredibly rewarding as you never know who you may bump into 

next: Golfball, stompie, sharp & Wide, Frazzled Ears, scar side, 

tips together, pencil, Even steven, long & Clean …or someone 

new?

so, my advice for anyone looking for a fun and interesting 

adventure is to go ahead and visit Gonarezhou. you will be very 

pleasantly surprised by the outstanding beauty and pure wilderness 

qualities of the park and impressed not only by the park’s elephants 

but the diversity and abundance of other wildlife.

should you spend any amount of time in the Chilojo/Fishans/

hlaro/Chinguli area of the park, then here are some images of a 

few bulls which we have got to know over the years together with 

details of some of their distinguishing features and temperaments.

please note that the names we have given them are solely for 

our own identification purposes and are typically descriptive of their 

features or behaviour.

Makenze
the first time we consciously took notice of this bull was in april 

2014 although we had previously photographed him in april 

2013. he came right into camp and started feeding in between 

the guest tents. he is extremely large bodied and his right tusk 

is slightly higher than his left. his distinguishing features are two 

small notches out of his right ear just below eye level and a small 

slit in his left ear about an inch from the outer edge at the level of 

his mouth. he is a regular visitor through the Chilojo camps and 

despite his intimidating size, he is one of the more relaxed bulls. 

If one spends some time watching him feed, one will notice that 

the last foot and a half of his trunk is somewhat atrophied and he 

doesn’t have as good control of it as other elephants do. he was 

named by our camp staff but that’s another story…

Fuelled by decades of poaching, civil unrest, culling and ongoing 
harassment by humans, Gonarezhou National Park’s elephants have very 

good reason for having long held the reputation as being some of the country’s 
most notoriously temperamental and belligerent animals.  

Resident Safari Operator Anthony Kashula explains why this is changing.

Mr. Crumple
he is a mature bull of average size with very symmetrical, widely 

splayed tusks which quickly taper to sharp points. his main 

distinguishing feature, which is not immediately obvious, is his 

right ear where the cartilage towards the outside has collapsed, 

giving his ear a crumpled look, hence his name. 

Zero One
We first saw this elephant in July 2010 standing in the middle of 

Magwanjive pan. despite being an old bull, he has a relatively 

small body with a distinctive hole about the size of a coin in the 

lower third of his right ear. he also has a small notch about a 

third of the way up from the bottom of his left ear. Zero one has 

long curved tusks (the right slightly longer than the left) which are 

worn on the tips from resting on the ground. he is the biggest 

tusker we know of in Gonarezhou (hence #1 or Zero one) and 

is one of the most relaxed elephants we have come to know. 

Interestingly, we have not seen him since september 2014…
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO MAKE YOUR 
STAY AND THE ELEPHANTS’ MEMORIES 
OF YOU A BETTER ONE

•	 do make the effort to visit Gonarezhou and see for yourself 

some of these magnificent creatures.

•	 If you spend a couple of days in an area, try to distinguish 

between individuals – their body size, ear pattern (holes & 

tears in their ears) and tusk shape, length and symmetry 

are features that can help differentiate between individuals.

•	 Exercise caution when approaching elephants (particularly 

family units with youngsters) and give them plenty of 

space.

•	 When in their presence, switch off your vehicle engine and 

keep movement and human voices to a minimum. they will 

soon relax and it will mean that your encounter with them 

isn’t a bad one. Wait for them to move off on their own 

accord rather than upsetting them by starting your vehicle.

•	 never rev your engine or use your horn to chase or move 

them away. remember that every bad encounter they have 

with people just sets back the clock.

FAST FACTS

•	 the name, Gonarezhou is loosely translated into “place 

of many elephants” and there is an estimated elephant 

population of approximately 11 000 (2013 census). 

•	 poaching remains an ongoing threat but, unlike many other 

areas in the country, is currently being kept in check by 

park management who deserve a huge amount of credit 

for their efforts!

•	 Gonarezhou is part of the Great limpopo transfrontier 

park, a 35 000 km2 reserve which includes Kruger 

national park in south africa and limpopo national park in 

Mozambique.

•	 accommodation options in and near to Gonarezhou 

include fully catered tented camps and lodges as well 

as self catering lodges and campsites. please visit www.

gonarezhou-bushcamps.com , www.chilogorge.com and 

www.zimparks.org.

Broken Ear
broken Ear is an old elephant bull who frequents the Chilojo/

hlaro/Fishans area and probably does not have much more than 

a few more years left on his clock. he is extremely relaxed and 

goes about his business without any fuss making him a pleasure 

to spend time with on foot. his main distinguishing feature is his 

right broken ear where the cartilage has collapsed, causing the 

ear to fold forwards.

Splayed Tusks
splayed tusks is another bull whose identity is impossible to 

confuse with anyone else. he is a large mature bull who is fairly 

relaxed and his widely splayed tusks (left tusk being higher 

than the right) are unmistakable. he has a relaxed, easy-going 

demeanour and is often found in the vicinity of the Chilojo 

floodplain.

The General
the General is one of the taller elephant 

bulls we know of that frequents the 

Chilojo area. he has particularly long legs 

and relatively small ears. he is also one 

of the larger tuskers and the tip of his 

right tusk is broken off. like the others, 

he is relatively relaxed with people.

The Beast
this bull is a singularly unfriendly 

character who we have had several 

run-ins with over the years, hence his 

name. When in musth he can be quite 

intimidating but he isn’t too keen on 

vehicles and tends to move off when 

he is approached. he doesn’t have 

any particularly obvious distinguishing 

features but his right ear has a small 

knick in it about a foot from the bottom.

Charlie Echo
Cauliflower Ears aka Charlie Echo gets his name from the 

fact that the tops of both of his ears have at some point in 

his life been deformed – possibly as a result of sun damage 

in his early years. It is impossible to confuse him with any 

other elephant and whilst he is still relatively young he is very 

large-bodied.

One Right
this bull is often seen in the vicinity of the Chilojo picnic sites 

and is one of the few bulls in the area with only one tusk. We 

know of two other bulls which only have one tusk (the left) 

but he is the only one with a single (right) tusk.  he is likely to 

be in his thirties and he has recently broken off the tip of his 

tusk at the notch which is shown in the image. 

Anthony (Ant) Kaschula is a professional 
guide and owner of Gonarezhou 
Bushcamps which has been operating 
a tented camp and outfitting multi-day 
walking safaris in Gonarezhou National 
Park since 2007.
He was raised and educated in Zimbabwe 

and South Africa and in addition to his guiding qualification 
also has a BSc. in Ecology and Environmental & Geographical 
Science from the University of Cape Town and a MSc. in Tropical 
Resource Ecology from the University of Zimbabwe.
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